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Announcements

**CONNECT to Highlight New EC Professional Development Resources in Thursday Webinar**

Join Pam Winton and the CONNECT team on November 12th, 2009 at 2 pm EST. for a 30-minute webinar and Q&A on new evidence-based practice resources being developed for early childhood faculty and professional development providers.

Register Here

**CONNECT Module 1 Preview**
Early childhood faculty are invited to preview CONNECT’s Module 1: Embedded Interventions through November 30, 2009. To preview Module 1 and for more information.

View Preview

---

**Discussions**

**Speaking of Inclusion Blog**

Visit NPDCI’s blog “Speaking of Inclusion...”Each week we invite your comments on inclusion insights, stories and resources.

---

**Practical, Creative, Strategic, Informative & Reflective - CONNECT**

by Erin Speer Smith

Erin Speer Smith from the North Carolina Community College System Office talks about working with 58 community colleges and what new CONNECT modules could mean for early childhood education.

Read More | Comment

---

**Christine’s Chronicles**

by Christine Lindauer

Follow along with one parent on her journey to make inclusion a reality for her son.

Read More | Comment

---

**Resources**

**Resources on Why Program Quality Matters for Early Childhood Inclusion**

Are you interested in quality issues? Access resources and discussions on program quality and inclusion.

Read More

**Resources Related to the DEC/NAEYC Joint Position Statement on Inclusion Now Available**

Access resources including long and short versions of the position statement in multiple languages, blogs, a video, and a downloadable set of PowerPoint slides.

Read More

**Professional Development Resources**

Locate resources on professional development including a concept paper with a definition and framework
for professional development, research findings, blogs, and other related resources and presentations.

Read More

**Upcoming Presentations by NPDCI and CONNECT Personnel**

2009 NAEYC Annual Conference & Expo, November, 2009

- Using DEC/NAEYC's Definition and Position Statement to Support Inclusion.

OSEP Project Directors Meeting, December 2009

- Bringing Evidence-Based Practice (EBP) to Professional Development
- Getting our Acts Together

"Word of Mouse"

Your word is better than ours. Forward this issue to a colleague and let them know about the work our community is doing.

This newsletter is a monthly mailing from the National Professional Development Center on Inclusion (NPDCI).